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Complaints Procedure 

 

We regard a complaint as an expression of dissatisfaction about our action or lack of action, 

or about the standard of service provided by us or on our behalf. We take all complaints 

seriously. Our staff are trained in handling complaints and in focusing where possible on 

resolution at the first point of contact. 

 

The Public Services Reform (Scotland) Act 2010, (the Act) gave the SPSO the authority to 

lead the development of model complaint handling procedures across the public sector.  The 

Act took forward the recommendations of the Sinclair Report which sought to improve how 

complaints were handled through the development of simplified, standardised Complaint 

Handling Procedures. 

 

This local authority Complaint Handling Procedure (CHP) has now been in place within the 

Comhairle since 2012.  It has provided a standardised approach to dealing with customers 

complaints across the local authority sector and has improved the Comhairle's capacity to 

scrutinise its approach to complaints and also to benchmark with similar authorities.   

 

The CHP has standardised the definition of complaints; the number of stages; the timescales 

associated with each stage; and the requirement to record, report and publicise complaints 

information.   This standardised approach, supported by in-house training has built 

awareness of how to manage complaints effectively for the benefit of both the complainant 

and the Comhairle.  The CHP has provided customers with a consistent approach to 

complaints which has made it simpler to submit a complaint.  This has promoted a customer 

focused approach and encouraged services to learn from complaints. 

 

Social Work complaints were not included in the 2012 implementation of the Complaint 

Handling Procedure and there remained a separate complaints procedure for all complaints 

related to social work matters.  Subsequently the Public Services Reform (Social Work 

Complaints Procedure) (Scotland) Order 2016 formally brought social work complaints in line 

with local authority complaints by bringing it under the remit of the Act. 

 

The new Complaints Handling Procedure for Social Work Complaints was approved by the 

Comhairle in March 2017 in time for its formal implementation on 1 April 2017. The 1 April 

2017 introduction coincides with the implementation of the new NHS Model CHP.   

 

The procedure has been developed specifically for our social work services, so that 

employees have all the information they need to handle social work complaints effectively. 

The procedural elements tie in very closely with those of the Local Authority and National 

Health Service complaints handling procedures, so where complaints cut across services, 

they can still be handled in much the same way as other complaints. 

 

Social work complaints have to date not been included in the complaints data and annual 

report and are instead reported via the Chief Social Work Officer’s Annual Report.  It is 

anticipated that this Complaints Procedure Annual Report, 2016/17, will be the last year of 

this arrangement and that the 2017/18 Annual Report will include social work complaint 

information. 

 

 



Our Complaints Handling Procedure has two stages 

 

Stage 1 

 

We always try to resolve complaints quickly, and at Stage One within five working days. 

These complaints are often resolved by front line staff and service managers who know and 

understand their service well and are able to put things right quickly. 

 

Stage 2 

 

If customers are dissatisfied with our response at Stage One, they can escalate their 

complaint to Stage Two. We also escalate some complaints immediately to stage two if it is 

clear that they are complex and will require a detailed investigation. We aim to acknowledge 

all Stage Two complaints within three working days and provide a response to customers 

within twenty working days unless there is clearly a good reason for needing additional time 

to investigate. If more time is required, we will aim to communicate this with the complainant 

and get their agreement to an extension. Where customers are dissatisfied with our decision 

regarding a Stage Two complaint they can ask the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman 

(SPSO) to consider it. We provide the details for the SPSO in all our Stage Two decision 

letters. 

 

Our Performance 

 

The Scottish Public Services Ombudsman (SPSO) has provided local authorities with a 

number of performance indicators for councils to use when monitoring the performance, 

compliance and effectiveness of their complaints procedure.  

 

The Comhairle publicly reports complaints information quarterly on its website and is 

required to complete an annual report.  Performance information is also provide quarterly in 

the Chief Executive’s Departments business plan progress reports where complaints data is 

captured as a key performance indicator (KPI) 

 

The Chief Social Work Officer will provide information on Social Work Complaints in their 

annual report. 

 

The following sections provide detailed information on our performance against these 

indicators. 

 

 

Indicator 1 - The total number of complaints received per thousand of population 

 

There were 0.92 complaints logged per thousand of population in 2016/17. This is a 

calculation of the total number of complaints received (25) divided by the population estimate 

(27,250) in June 2014 and multiplied by 1,000. 

 

There were 2.89 complaints logged per thousand of population in 2015/16. 

 

 



Indicator 2 - Complaints closed at stage one and stage two as a percentage of all complaints 

closed. 

 

There were 23 complaints closed, 13 (57%) at Stage One, 10 (43%) at Stage Two and 0 at 

Stage Two after escalation. 

 

 

Indicator 3 - The number of complaints upheld, partially upheld or not upheld at each stage 

as a percentage of all complaints closed in full at each stage. 

 

Stage One:       Stage Two: 

6 (46%) Upheld      2 (20%) Upheld 

4 (31%) Partially Upheld     3 (30%) Partially Upheld 

3 (23%) Not Upheld     5 (50%) Not Upheld 

 

 

Indicator 4 - The average time in working days for a full response to complaints at each 

stage 

 

The total time in working days to respond to Stage One complaints was 69 days. This 

worked out at an average time of 5 working days for responding to a Stage One complaint. 

 

The total time in working days to respond to Stage Two complaints was 247 days. This 

worked out at an average time of 23 working days for responding to a Stage Two complaint. 

 

Dealing with complaints took up 316 working days of Comhairle staff time which is clearly 

significant.  However this time has reduced significantly from the 663 working days spent 

dealing with complaints in 2015/16. 

 

Learning from complaints is an important tool to improve customer satisfaction but also for 

improving business efficiency by getting it right first time. 

 

 

Indicator 5 - The number of complaints which were closed in full within the set timescale of 5 

working days and 20 working days. 

 

9 (69%) of Stage One complaints were closed within 5 working days. 

6 (60%) of Stage Two complaints were closed within 20 working days. –  

 

 

Indicator 6 - The number and percentage of complaints at each stage where an extension of 

5 or up to 20 day timelines has been authorised. 

 

There were 2 complaints (15%) closed at Stage One which had been recorded on the 

system with an authorised extension  

 

There were 2 complaints (20%) closed at Stage Two which had been recorded on the 

system with an authorised extension. 

 



Indicator 7- Customer satisfaction survey 

 

The Comhairle recognises that it is best practice to engage with customers who have made 

a complaint and to seek their views on the complaints process. The Comhairle has a 

Customer Satisfaction Survey and all departments have ensured that the survey has been 

sent out to all customers who use the Comhairle’s Complaints Procedure. Customers can 

access the survey online and it has also been sent out in hard copy with decision letters.  

 

To date, we have had less than10 responses to the survey although it should be noted that 

there were only 26 complaints in total.  It is important to do more to encourage participation 

with the customer complaint survey during 2017/18. The key findings from the 2016/17 

survey are detailed below:  

 

 50% were satisfied or very satisfied with the process set out in the Comhairle’s 

Complaints Handling Procedure. 

 

 67% were satisfied or very satisfied with the time taken to deal with the complaint 

from start to finish. 

 

 83% were satisfied or very satisfied with the time taken for someone to contact them 

about their complaint and with the communication methods used 

 

 67% were satisfied or very satisfied with the information available on how to make a 

complaint,  were satisfied that they were able to deal directly with someone who 

could help them and felt that the Comhairle’s complaints procedure were easy to 

follow  

 

 Only 50% felt that the response to their complaint was clear and concise 

 

 When asked about whether they felt they were treated fairly 50% were satisfied and 

50% were very dissatisfied  

 

 When asked about the overall service they received in relation to how their complaint 

was handled 60% were satisfied and the other 40% were very dissatisfied.  However 

when customers were asked about how satisfied or dissatisfied they were with the 

outcome of their complaint, 67% were dissatisfied. 

 

While it is understandable that not all complainants will be satisfied with the outcome of their 

complaint, for example if it is not upheld, it is important to understand the experience 

customers have while using the complaints process.  The survey results show that 

customers are, on the whole, satisfied with the information available, the communications 

methods used and the time taken to deal with complaints.  They are less happy with the 

responses they received and how clear and concise the information was.   

 

The survey has highlighted that it is necessary to encourage complainants to respond to the 

survey by reassuring them that their views are taken seriously.  A key action will be to 

discuss letter writing and how to ensure clear and concise responses with Departmental 

Complaint Officers. 

 



Learning from Complaints 

 

1. A parent complained that they had lost a childcare place due to a misunderstanding when 

information was given over the phone regarding a nursery waiting list.  When the 

complaint was investigated it highlighted that a problem had indeed arisen.  The officer 

dealing with the complaint upheld the complaint and offered other childcare options and 

support to access these.  The service agreed to review its allocation procedures and 

communication with parents to ensure clarity.  

 

The review of communication methods ensured a procedure in place to provide a term 

time update is sent by email, rather than ad-hoc updates by phone. 

 

2. A customer complained that they were dealt with insensitively when they corresponded 

on matters relating to the estate of their late relative.  This complaint was immediately 

taken on by the service manager who checked over the correspondence and upheld the 

complaint.  The manager apologised for the lack of sensitivity and informed the 

complainant that guidance had been issued on how to handle cases of particular 

sensitivity.  

The updated guidance on communicating with people on particularly sensitive topics 

ensured customer facing teams had the opportunity to check their knowledge and update 

their skills.   

 

3. A complainant was in touch with the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman (SPSO) as 

they did not believe the apology letter issued by the senior manager following a complaint 

about the quality of service was sincere.  The SPSO got in touch with the Comhairle and 

requested that a revised letter of apology be written.  The manager agreed to rewrite the 

letter with a clearer statement of why the apology was necessary.  This was accepted by 

the complainant. 

The Scottish Public Services Ombudsman guidance on apologies is particularly 

important.  A copy of the guidance has been made available on the Comhairle’s intranet 

for Departmental Complaint Officers and senior managers to read with the aim to resolve 

complaints thoroughly and in a meaningful way.  

 

Indicator 3 - The number of  

 

 

 


